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I preferred it when you were Oil and Misses, Venezuela,
even if I complained

about the gash that brought us there  

KELLY MARTÍNEZ-GRANDAL, Zugunruhe, 2020
 



TO BE,
OR NOT BE,
UNDERGROUND...
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A CRUDHER KIND OF LIFE

I (she/they) am a petro-person
born in 1974, with oil boom and The Great Venezuela
we were told: Petroleum will makes us all rich! Petroleum will never end!
Petroleum’s golden touch proved elusive and ephemeral, 
Petroleum is papá’s better job at a PDVSA oil affiliate
that allowed me to go to a better secondary school
Petroleum is the code-word we utter to be treated decently as hispanic 
tourists in the US
Petroleum is unemployment when papá loses his job for whistleblowing 
Petroleum is a tuition-free public university where I can afford to study 
architecture
Petroleum is free entry to the MBA and MACCSI art museums and libraries 
Petroleum is the scholarship I won to study a Master’s degree abroad
Petroleum is the bust that forced me to look elsewhere for a better future
I feel a crude/her oil export of sorts, an off-shore petro-diaspora
A sticky viscous umbilical pipe ties my body 
to the subsoil of a country in need of palliative petro-care
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OIL-LOOP: boom-bust / hope-despair

The enduring menace of infrastructure collapse has 
disrupted life so often, the failure of electricity, water, 
gas are as mundane as sunrise, a recurrent repetition 
of sudden  apagones (blackouts), cortes de agua 
(water rationing), and to an initial shock followed by 
resignation: escasez de gasolina (petrol scarcity). My 
childhood, adolescence and adulthood in Caracas, 
Venezuela, were filled with more instances than I can 
count of retreats to the home out of fear of potentially 
deadly excursions around the city, in fraught attempts to 
avert urban crime, disease, coup d’états, urban revolts, 
blackouts, tremors...  When catastrophes are inscribed 
into the everyday, the connections and relationships we 
build with our neighbours and our communities become 
essential to our survival, a life-line to cope with a 
pervasive powerlessness that serves as a daily reminder 
of the State’s neglect. This instils a paradoxical mix of 
caution and defiance, placing great value in celebrating 
life and relationships through humorous interactions in 
the streets and public spaces with the people sharing 
our environment, whether friends, acquaintances or 
strangers. What for foreign eyes may be mistaken for 
carelessness and indifference to disaster and chaos 
is a very sophisticated coping mechanism devised to 
momentarily suspend fear to release a shared familiar 
humanity, before being reabsorbed into the turbulent 
every day. 

This is the case of the fisherfolk populations living on 
the shores of Lake Maracaibo. Duckweed, plastics and 
oil spills, a consequence of the collapse of the national 
oil industry, and the neglect of infrastructure, are visible 
from space. They carry on with fishing, trying to make a 
living amongst piles of plastic waste and viscous spill of 
1000 barrels of oil that pour almost daily into the lake. 
It is hell on earth, a post-oil apocalyptic existence. The 
catastrophic side of oil extraction. Danger is always near 
as any spark can lead to an explosion, disease from 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2019/oct/30/the-price-of-survival-fishing-the-oily-waters-off-venezuela-in-pictures
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148894/troubled-waters
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148894/troubled-waters
https://efectococuyo.com/cambio-climatico/mil-barriles-de-petroleo-se-derraman-a-diario-en-el-lago-de-maracaibo/
https://efectococuyo.com/cambio-climatico/mil-barriles-de-petroleo-se-derraman-a-diario-en-el-lago-de-maracaibo/


oil exposure a latent threat that crosses international 
boundaries. Lake Maracaibo is abundant in blue crab, 
fishing folk clean the oil before they are weighed 
and delivered to processing plants to be shipped to 
consumers in Venezuela, Colombia and the United 
States, all oblivious of the fact that the delicious crab 
they are eating was caught from polluted waters. 

What WE hope for the future is not what governments of 
oil-dependent countries, such as Venezuela, are hoping 
for. I am reminded of Hugo Chávez’s enduring directive, 
outlined on his First Socialist Plan 2007-2013 (PPS), that 
in the face of a world hungry for fossil fuels, Venezuela 
should not refuse to produce it (Chávez 2008, p.77). 
However, in a hopeful move towards the first signs of 
a transition, the steep increase in oil prices enabled a 
government-led initiative towards renewable sources of 
energy such as Sembrando Luz (Sowing Light) in rural 
areas. Between 2005 and 2013 more than 3000 systems 
of solar-wind electrification were installed. Ironically, 
this ambitious programme of micro-networks of hybrid 
wind-solar systems, with diesel backups and emergency 
batteries meant to serve thousands of remote rural 
communities, was abandoned when oil prices fell. 
In regions where these were installed, such as the 
Paraguaná Peninsula, solar panels now lie corroded and 
completely abandoned. 

I can’t speak about hope (and despair) in the abstract. 
Hope is specific and personal. My mind travels to 
Lake Maracaibo, Venezuela, an abundant and centrally 
located oil producing region. For more than a century, 
oil derricks, tankers, refineries and oil spills have been 
a feature of the Lake Maracaibo’s landscape. The oil 
derrick, seen in many urban centres presented as public 
art, a small part of a wider petro-imaginary of utopian 
prosperity that is in stark contrast to the deterioration 
and destruction of our ecosystems and the livelihoods 

https://dialogochino.net/en/climate-energy/venezuela-fails-to-harness-renewables-abundant-wind-sunshine/
https://www.evwind.com/2016/07/29/el-abandono-de-los-proyectos-de-energias-renovables-en-venezuela/


that are dependent on them. The cumulative detritus of 
intense oil production and the progressive abandonment 
and collapse of its infrastructure, compounded by state 
neglect, that have transformed many oil producing 
regions  into wastelands are in stark contrast to the 
utopian space of oil materialised by the discourses of 
government, and the state-owned oil company PDVSA, 
perverse not for what they show but by what and who 
they conceal. 

Whilst the government, place their hopes of on a new 
oil boom (and on mining in the Amazon, a clear sign of 
the nations’ incapacity of imagining itself as anything 
other than a Petrostate), the hopes of the people of 
Lake Maracaibo (and of Venezuela at large) are of the 
most basic human needs: hope for a reliable supply 
of clean water and electricity, food security, stable 
employment and decent housing. All what was once 
going to be granted in perpetuity for everyone by the  
spells of the Magical State. This is a stark contrast to the 
living junkyard many oil infrastructures and oil cities in 
Venezuela have become. 

The dyad Hope/Despair traverses the dawn of the oil 
age and the end of oil. Whilst crude oil is not immune 
to tropes and discourses of magic and utopia, its cata-
strophic side has been materially experienced by those 
who had the misfortune of being rooted on oil-rich 
subsoil, forced to live next to toxic refineries, oil derricks 
and recurrent oil spills. As a designer and architectural 
educator, I am concerned with imagining myself capable 
to move beyond despair to maintain my ability to ‘de-
sign’ a better future, however minuscule the scale of my 
intervention. As the result of oil-infrastructure collapse, 
to different degrees, we will have to learn to coexist with 
the ruins of the end of oil and petrocultural decay.

At this point, I couldn’t carry on, I had to stop writing. 

https://www.energyhumanities.ca/news/rare-seeds-how-venezuelan-artists-are-breaking-the-spell-of-oil


Almost every paragraph I drafted to further this response 
was bleak, made up of hundreds of pessimistic 
sentences. 

I decided to change gears, I opened my sketchbook, 
gathered my drawing pens and decided to sketch 
hopeful visions of happy post-oil neighbourhood life. 

As an architectural designer, educator, and artivist, I 
am concerned with imagining myself capable to move 
beyond despair to maintain an ability to imagine/design 
better futures, however minuscule the scale of the 
intervention may be. 

I’ve drawn images of hybrid part oil-tower/part human 
melancholic beings, doomed to lonely obsolence. Then 
I imagined (however naively) a world where PDVSA 
(state-owned oil company) has ceased to exist, urban 
oil infrastructure rendered useless (like petrol stations) 
are seized ad-hoc to give them a new life, sustainable 
energy production is devolved to citizens, working as 
oil decommissioner/decontaminator is a respected 
profession, cycling is the predominant and democratic 
form of transport, families tell scary stories of Monstruo 
Petróleo instead of El Coco…



THIS IS NOW...
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THIS IS THEN...
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